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This is my 3D model of a 1910's era interurban car (trolley) known as the Windsplitter. The car received its name from 

the parabolic-shaped front end designed to reduce wind resistance. This was one of the first railroad vehicle to employ 

testing of various shapes to find one that produced the least drag. This testing was done in 1904 in conjunction with 

Purdue University. Several cars of this design were produced although they differed in other ways. These cars operated 

in the Midwest and in New York state. 

The files provided are scaled to print properly to produce an O scale (1:48) model. They can be resized for other scales 

but be careful if reducing them as they may have to be modified to accommodate the thinner walls and such. 

I have designed and test printed the parts successfully without requiring an outside printing firm like Shapeways (except 

for the pilot if you want that in brass). 

The sides have been combined with the roof and the whole model split in two for printing on a machine the size of the 

Elegoo Saturn. If you have a larger printer, you can combine the two pieces and print it as one. I recommend the 

following layout of the build plate for optimum results. It will also print all the main body pieces in one print. The body 

pieces should be arranged with the ends with the two holes in them facing up. The ends gowards the doors should be on 

the build plate. Use appropriate support as shown to ensure the thin window pieces print correctly. Be sure to move the 

bottom of the supports away from the model so they don’t print attached to it. I also added a small piece to the bottom 

of the body pieces to compensate for the initial layer “squish” that can happen. If your printer doesn’t do this, you can 

sand down the bottoms, so everything fits properly. You can also print any of the body pieces on supports instead of 

directly on the build plate if that works better for your printer and eliminates the “elephant’s foot” that can happen. 

 



The roof pieces will need to be sanded and possibly puttied to the correct contour and to eliminate the sharp lines 

shown by the arrows below. Use the reference photos to get the correct shape. 

 

For the main widow mullions to print straight, I had to embed supports into the model itself. These are shown here 

circled. After printing but before curing, cut those pieces off with a sharp Xacto knife. 

 

Two pins are also provided to help join and align the two body pieces when gluing them together. 



 

 

Two roof sections and the two end pieces complete the main body. There are also two pieces that go under the front 

and rear sections to finish the bottom of the anti-climbers. These may need to be printed separately if you wish to print 

them flat on the build plate. 

 

A new floor is provided since the roof is no longer removable. The floor will need to be removable to finish the model 

with power and interior details. The floor is in two pieces to fit my FDM printer (Creality CR-10 Mini). If you have a larger 

printer, you can join them using any 3D software. I like to print the floor in FDM as it is tougher and more flexible than 

resin parts. You can print it however you prefer.  

 

The opening in the floor is designed for a Q-Car power truck. You can enlarge it to fit whatever power you have. The 

truck side frames are Baldwin 8430AA, 36" wheels on 84" wheelbase. These are appropriate for this prototype. I also left 

openings in the floor to accommodate the rear step wells (Q-Car two-step interurban steps). 

The floor should fit snuggly in the grove provided at the bottom of the body halves, so it is flush with the underside of 

the sides.  



 

As with any files, some dimensions may have to be adjusted based on the accuracy of your printer.  

I had the pilot printed in brass by Shapeways to provide a stronger piece as they can take a beating on a layout. It can be 

printed in resin, however. 

 

Here are some details on the underbody layout and other parts needed to finish the model: 

 

For some pictures of the prototype, visit my website www.reighn.com/3dprint.html. Enjoy! 

http://www.reighn.com/3dprint.html

